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Abstract—Depth sensors such as the Microsoft KinectTM depth
sensor provide three dimensional point clouds of an observed
scene. In this paper, we employ Random Hypersurface Models
(RHMs), which is a modeling technique for extended object
tracking, to point cloud fusion in order to track a shape
approximation of an underlying object. We present a novel
variant of RHMs to model shapes in 3D space. Based on this
novel model, we develop a specialized algorithm to track persons
by approximating their shapes as cylinders. For evaluation, we
utilize a Kinect network and simulations based on a stochastic
sensor model.

I. I NTRODUCTION
State of the art depth-sensors such as range cameras (timeof-flight, structured light, stereo) or laser rangefinder obtain
three-dimensional point cloud data of a given real-world scene.
Recently, multi-sensor setups [1], [2], [3], [4] have received
increasing attention.
Point clouds have become highly relevant for many real
world applications, such as surveillance, target tracking, 3D
reconstruction, telepresence, and free viewpoint television [5].
Due to the large data amount of raw data, a depth sensor
network gathers over time, the fusion of noisy point clouds has
become necessary. One important application of point cloud
fusion is shape fitting, where only a few parameters are used
to represent the relevant information of an entity.
A problem similar to point cloud fusion can be found in
target tracking [6], [7], where the dimensions of the target
are large compared to the sensor noise. In this case, the
number of measurements received from the target surface
can vary significantly. Recently, several approaches have been
suggested to estimate an approximation of the shape of such
an extended target [8], [9], [10]. Extended object tracking
methods are best suited for scenarios with high measurement
noise and only a few available measurements.
Due to the limited sensor resolution and field of view of
range cameras, a similar situation frequently occurs when
dealing with point clouds. However, in this case standard
methods for point cloud fusion are not applicable or yield
poor results.
In order to overcome this issue, this paper explores the
idea to apply extended object tracking methods to point cloud
fusion.

Fig. 1: Cylindrical approximation of noisy point cloud measurements.

A. Contribution
The objective of this paper is to apply an extended object tracking method based on Random Hypersurface Models
(RHMs) to point cloud fusion. In particular, tracking people
based on Kinect sensors is considered (Figure 1). For this
purpose, we introduce an algorithm to track people by approximating their shapes as a cylinder, an approach popular,
for example, in the field of surveillance.
This algorithm is based on a novel interpretation of RHMs.
A main property of this interpretation is that the dimensionality
of the RHM can be larger than the base shape. We give a
general derivation of the new RHM and derive fusion formulas
for a cylindrical approximation of the underlying shape. In
addition, to the best of our knowledge there are currently
no recursive Bayesian cylinder fitting algorithms available in
literature for this kind of problem.
B. Related Work
Treated as simultaneous estimation of position and shape,
point cloud fusion results in an errors-in-variables problem
[11]. For example, Random Sampling Consensus (RANSAC)
was utilized to estimate the parameters of cylinders [4] and
other simple geometric shapes [12]. A tracking approach
for fitting linked cylindrical approximations [13] to a human
body, is based on iterative methods such as Iterative Closest

Point (ICP). From the viewpoint of point cloud reduction,
relevant approaches are, for example, discrete grids [14] or
downsampling [15], [16].
In the context of target tracking, spatial distributions [9],
[10] are used for modeling an extended target. RHMs [17] are
a further method for extended object tracking, which allow
for modeling complex extended objects [18]. A special case
of RHMs, also discussed in this paper, is circle fitting [19].
C. Overview
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First,
the problem is described in detail and arising challenges are
outlined in Section II. In Section III, we explain the concepts
behind the new interpretation of RHMs. Based on this idea, we
derive the formulas for a recursive Bayesian fusion algorithm
in Section IV. In Section V, we present the results of the
extensive evaluation. This paper concludes with a summary of
the authors’ insights and proposals for future work in Section
VI.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this work, the problem of recursively tracking a complex
shape by fusing point cloud measurements is considered. The
underlying extended object is reduced to han approximation
i

Second, each measurement ŷ ∈ Ŷ has to be associated to its
generating source y m ∈ Y m . This is not possible in general
due to measurement noise. Third, partial observations, for
example those hindered by occlusion, may cause a different
number of measurements at each time step. This makes it
necessary to allow a partial update for xk . Finally, each single
measured point ŷ is supposed to be distorted by additive noise
ŷ = y m + v .

(3)

The distortion v ∼ N (0, Cŷ ) has to be determined by the
sensor model of the given measurement source y m . Within
this work, we assume the measured points to be stochastically
independent.
III. T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Random Hypersurface Models (RHM) are suitable for modeling complex extended objects. Measurement sources are
assumed to be elements of a hypersurface, given by scaling a
shape boundary. The base idea of this work is to reinterpret
RHMs as the extrusion scaling of a base shape instead, while
leaving the boundary parameters fixed.
The formal definition of RHMs [18] is, slightly rewritten,
as follows.

T
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represented by a parameter vector xk = pT
k
k
pk describes the shape and ck the position of the center. At
each time step k + 1, the currently estimated parameter vector
xk is updated with nk+1 noisy point measurements Ŷk+1 =
{ŷ ik+1 | i = 1, . . . , nk+1 } from the extended object. In the
following, time indices are dropped for clarity.
Definition 1 (Shape Function) Let S be a shape centered
on the origin, defined by the shape parameter p. Let y be
an arbitrary point in space. Then, the shape function g(p, y)
is defined as the signed distance between y and the shape
boundary. For translated shapes, where c denotes the new
center, the shape function can be rearranged into g(p, y − c).
Particularly, for each point y m located on the shape boundary,
g(p, y m − c) = 0

y m ∈ S(s) + c .

(4)

This definition illustrates that scaling originally was interpreted in the sense of adjusting the size of the boundary, while
leaving the center untouched. In Figure 2, an example RHM
with boundary scaling using a complex star-convex shape is
depicted. It should be noted that measurement sources may be
located both inside the object and on its boundary.

(1)

holds.
Example 1 (Spherical Shape) Let Ssph be a spherical shape
with radius r, i.e., p = r and with center c. The corresponding
representation of Ssph is given by the parameter vector x =
 T T
r, c
. The spherical shape function gsph (p, y − c) is
gsph (p, y − c) = ||y − c|| − r .1

Definition 2 (RHM with boundary scaling) Let a shape S
be given by the shape parameter p and the center c. Then, the
measurement source y m can be assumed as being generated
by the boundary scaled shape S, which is the scaling of S by
a scalar s drawn from the one-dimensional random variable
s. This can be described as

(2)

Updating the current estimate xk of the object representation with a new point cloud measurement Yk+1 raises several
challenges. First, xk may have evolved (in shape and position)
from k to k + 1. In consequence, a prediction step is required.
1 g(p, y − c) can allow negative values, since the algorithm minimizes the
absolute value

Remark 1 (Dimension of RHM with Boundary Scaling)
When modeling an arbitrary shape as RHM with boundary
scaling, the dimension of the shape S is equal to the
dimension of the shape S defined by the RHM.
Our novel interpretation of RHMs is as follows.
Definition 3 (RHM with Extrusion Scaling) Let a shape S
be given by the shape parameter p and the center c. Then, the
measurement source y m can be assumed as being generated
by the extrusion shape S, which is the extrusion of S along
a curve determined by c(s), where s is drawn from the onedimensional random variable s. The resulting shape can be
described as
y m ∈ S + c(s) .
(5)
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Fig. 2: Random Hypersurface Model with boundary scaling.
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Fig. 3: Random Hypersurface Model with extrusion scaling.

Using this definition, scaling is interpreted in the sense of
varying the shape’s center position, while leaving the boundaries untouched. In Figure 3, the same complex star-convex
shape as in Figure 2 is now scaled by extrusion. In this case,
measurement sources are only located on the boundary of the
object.
Example 2 (Circle Fitting) Fitting a circle to noisy points
[19] can be understood as a special case of both RHM
interpretations, where y m ∈ S + c, i.e., the boundary and
the center are fixed and thus, do not depend on a scaling
parameter.
Remark 2 (Dimension of RHM with Extrusion Scaling)
When modeling an arbitrary shape as RHM with extrusion
scaling, the dimension of the shape S may be smaller than
the shape S defined by the RHM.
Remark 3 (RHM with Extrusion and Boundary Scaling)
The combination of both RHM types is given by
y m ∈ S(s) + c(s), where s simultaneously affects the
boundary and the center of the shape. For example a cone
could be modeled by a combined RHM, scaling the radius of
a circle along the long axis.
IV. R ECURSIVE T RACKING A LGORITHM
In this section, the recursive Bayesian estimator for RHMs
with extrusion scaling is explained. For the sake of simplicity,
specific formulas for a circle shape extruded along a linear
axis are given. The resulting shape clearly is a cylinder.
A. Bayesian Estimator
A Bayesian state estimator recursively estimates the parameter vector xk of the shape approximation, where xk
is modeled as a random vector with probability distribution
f e (xk ). In this work, all f (x) are assumed to be Gaussian, i.e.,
x ∼ N (x̂, Cx̂ ). Bayesian estimation includes a time update,
predicting the estimated state at a future time step k + 1, and
a measurement update, correcting a predicted state using a

Input: xek ∼ N (x̂ek , Cx̂ek ), Yk+1 = {ŷ ik+1 | i = 1, . . . , nk }
p
1: xk+1 = predict xek
p
2: xek+1 = update xk+1 with Yk+1
Output: xek+1
Fig. 4: A recursion step of the Bayesian state estimator.
sensor measurement y k+1 2 . The prediction step is defined by
the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
Z
p
(6)
f (xk+1 ) = f (xk+1 |xk ) · f e (xk ) dxk ,
where f (xk+1 |xk ) is the conditional density, representing the
assumed system behavior and f p (xk+1 ) is the predicted probability distribution for the next time step. For the measurement
update, Bayes’ rule is applied
f e (xk+1 ) = ck · f L (y k+1 |xk+1 ) · f p (xk+1 ) ,

(7)

with f L (y k+1 |xk+1 ) being the Likelihood function and ck a
normalization constant. To clarify the notation used in this
paper, one recursion step of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.
B. State Representation
According to Definition 1, the parameter vector xk consists
of the shape parameters pk and the translated shape center
ck . In this work, the underlying shape that generates the
point cloud measurements is assumed to be approximately a
cylinder. A cylinder centered on the origin can be represented
T
by its radius r k and height hk , resulting in pk = [r k , hk ] .
T
The translated center is given by ck = [ck,1 , ck,2 , ck,3 ] .
Then, the parameter vector is specified by
 
rk
(8)
xk = hk  .
ck
Figure 5a shows an annotated cylinder. As mentioned in
the previous section, the parameter vector is modeled as a
2 Within this paper, xp denotes the predicted and xe the updated parameter
vector.

Gaussian random vector with xek ∼ N (x̂ek , Cx̂ek ). A proper
initialization avoids negative values for radius and height.

E. Scaling Parameter
According to Definition 3, a parameter s drawn from the
one-dimensional random variable s defines a given translated
circle. Measurement sources Y m are assumed to be located on
these hypersurfaces. In this work, a uniform distribution for
the scaling parameter is assumed, i.e., s ∼ U(−0.5, 0.5). A
more sophisticated method would incorporate the actual sensor
fields of view and the predicted parameter vector xpk+1 for
calculating an adapted random variable sk+1 at each time step.
F. Measurement Update

(a) Cylinder state representation.

Before determining a simultaneous measurement update of
xpk+1 with all points Ŷk+1 , first a single update with one
measurement ŷ ∈ Ŷ is discussed. Plugging ŷ given by (3)
into the shape function gcyl (p, y − c(s)) results in

(b) Cylinder RHM
by extruding a circle.

Fig. 5: Cylinder RHM.
C. Time Update
The prediction of the cylindrical shape to a future time step
(see Figure 4, Line 1) models the behavior by means of a
system model
xk+1 = ak (xk , uk , dk ) ,

(9)

where ak denotes the system function, uk is the system input,
and dk is the system noise. In this work, we assume ak to be
a constant velocity model.
D. RHM for Cylindrical Shapes
A cylindrical shape approximation modeled by an RHM
with extrusion scaling is essentially a circle shape Scirc of
fixed size, whose center c is translated along the long axis of
the cylinder by the parameter s. According to (5), the RHM
is then given by
(10)
Scirc + c(s) .
The shape of a circle Scirc can be described in a similar way
to the sphere in Example 1 by the shape function
     2

y1
c1
2
−r  .
gcir (p, y − c) =  y2 − c2
(11)
y3 − c3
Note that gcir describes a two-dimensional circle in threedimensional space, i.e., in the xy-plane. Translating the center
of this circle shape by means of the scaling parameter can be
formalized by


c1
(12)
c(s) =  c2  ,
c3 + s · h
where s = −0.5 translates the circle to the bottom, and s = 0.5
to the top of the long axis (Figure 5b). The resulting shape
function of the cylinder can be determined by substituting c
by c(s) in (11):
     2

y1
c1
2
−r  .
gcyl (p, y − c(s)) =  y2 − c2
(13)
y3 − (c3 + s · h)

gcyl (p, ŷ − c(s)) = gcyl (p, (y m + v) − c(s))
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y1m + v1
c1
2
−
r
−

=  y2m + v2
c2
m
y3 + v3 − (c3 + s · h)
     2

y1m
c1
2
− r + w
=  y2m − c2
m
y3 − (c3 + s · h) + v3
 
w
= gcyl (p, y m − c) +
,
v3
|
{z
}

(14)
(15)

(16)

(17)

(1)

=0

2y1m v1

2y2m v2

where w =
+
− 2c1 v1 − 2c2 v2 + v1 2 + v2 2 .
It follows from (1) that g(p, y m − c) = 0. Therefore,
 
w
0 = gcyl (p, ŷ − c(s)) −
(18)
v3
holds, which leads to the explicit measurement equation
0 = h(x, v) .

(19)

This equation maps the random vectors x and v to the
pseudo measurement 0. However, (19) also depends on the
unknown measurement source y m . In the implementation, y m
is approximated by an appropriate point estimate y m ≈ ỹ m . A
at a
simple way to obtain a point estimate is to assume ỹ m
k+1
certain time step k + 1 to be the closest point on the cylinder,
given by the predicted state xpk+1 .
Due to the nonlinearity of the measurement equation and
the non-additive Gaussian noise, standard Kalman Filter techniques [20] cannot be applied. Instead, we suggest to use a
standard quadratic estimator can be used to update x with
ŷ (Figure 4, Line 2). In [21], it was seen that (13) can
be modified in order to improve the result estimated by an
Unscented Kalman Filter [22].
G. Simultaneous Update With All Measurements
So far, the measurement equation is designed to update the
estimate x with exactly one measurement ŷ ∈ Ŷ. Of course, by
applying this technique, updates can be performed sequentially
for each measurement. A different, more elegant approach is

to simultaneously update x with all measurements ŷ. This
is achieved by aggregating all measurements Y = {ŷ i | i =
1, . . . , n} into a single measurement vector
h T
iT
T
Ŷ = ŷ 1 , . . . , ŷ n
.

(20)

The resulting measurement equation can be derived from (18)
 1 

w
1
1
 
 gcyl (p, ŷ − c(s )) − v 13 
0



 ..  
..
(21)
 .
. = 
.

 n 


w
0
gcyl (p, ŷ n − c(sn )) − n
v3
V. E VALUATION
For the evaluation of the developed algorithm we considered
a person tracking scenario. The point cloud measurements
of the human body were assumed to stem approximately
from a cylindrical shape (see Figure 1). The state parameters
of the cylindrical approximation estimated by our algorithm
were compared to those calculated by a cylinder fitting algorithm [23]. However, this algorithm does not allow the height
to be estimated, and because of this, an approximation of
the distance between the least and the greatest z-value of a
measured point cloud Ŷ were used.

B. Experiments
Real and synthetic data experiments were performed, but
this paper focuses on synthetic data in order to compare the
results with a known ground truth. A multi-Kinect network
was simulated in order to generate synthetic point cloud
measurements. This network consisted of four sensors that
measured noisy points from a virtual cylinder according to
the sensor model described in the previous section. Height and
radius of the ground truth cylinder were set to h = 2m and
r = 0.5m. The cylinder was then moved along a certain track
within the viewable region of the network. This scenario is
illustrated in Figure 7. At each time step, n random measurement were drawn from sources on the ground truth cylinder,
obeying visibility constraints. Then, noisy observations were
generated from these measurement sources. Three experiments
with different number of measurements were performed, i.e.,
n = 5, n = 20, and n = 50. In all cases the states were
initialized with x0 ∼ N (x̂0 , Cx̂0 ), where x̂0 = [0, 0, 0, 1, 1]T
and Cx̂0 = I.

A. Sensor Model
For the evaluation, we used a Kinect sensor model [24] to
generate noisy observations ŷ ∈ Ŷ for a given measurement
source y m ∈ Y m , according to (3). This model assumes v
to be a Gaussian random vector with Kinect-specific uncertainties. The corresponding covariance ellipses for a selected
subset of 3D points y m are depicted in Figure 6. The Kinect
depth sensor is essentially a camera that provides a depth
image. The field of view is colored in transparent gray. Points
that are closer to the camera center have a smaller uncertainty.

Fig. 7: Illustration of the simulated Kinect network. The
ground truth cylinder and its trace are colored green, the RHM
estimation red and the cylinder fitting method blue.
Results: The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was collected from 200 successive time steps for the RHM approach
and cylinder fitting. As the results show (Figure 8), the RHM
approach clearly outperforms the cylinder fitting algorithm.
Especially when there is only a small number of measurements
available, the RHM has a significant advantage. The cylinder
fitting algorithm requires at least five measurements a time
step. However, the RHM approach would also work with only
one measurement. Note that the variation of the RMSE results
from the underlying assumption of a constant velocity model.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK

Fig. 6: Illustration of the Kinect sensor model and the uncertainty of measured points [24].

In this paper, we applied Random Hypersurface Models
to point cloud fusion. Originally, RHMs were designed as
a method for extended object tracking. For 3D point cloud
fusion, a novel interpretation of RHMs was introduced. A

(a) n = 5 measurements per time step.

(b) n = 20 measurements per time step.

(c) n = 50 measurements per time step.

Fig. 8: Result of the simulated data experiment. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the estimated state to the ground
truth is drawn over 200 time steps.

main property of this interpretation is that the dimensionality
of the RHM can be larger than those of the base shape.
This extrusion of the base shape constitutes a significant
extension to RHMs and allows for modeling a wide variety
of shape approximations. Specific formulas for a cylindrical
approximation were derived and evaluated. As a particular
application, tracking people based on a Kinect sensor network
was considered. Especially when only a small number of
measurements is available, the new RHM approach clearly
outperforms iterative cylinder fitting algorithms.
A. Future Work
An obvious extension would be the additional estimation of
orientation parameter. Furthermore, scaling could be reinterpreted again, for scaling orientation. In consequence, flexible
tubes could be estimated. Another important improvement
would be modeling dependencies of the point cloud measurements. Finally, given a set of RHMs, an interactive multiple
model approach (IMM) may be applied for classifying the best
fitting shape.
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